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A precipitation hardened maraging TRIP steel was analyzed using a pulsed laser atom probe. The laser
pulse energy was varied from 0.3 to 1.9 nJ to study its effect on the measured chemical compositions and
spatial resolution. Compositional analyses using proximity histograms did not show any signiﬁcant
variations in the average matrix and precipitate compositions. The only remarkable change in the atom
probe data was a decrease in the ++/ + charge state ratios of the elements. The values of the evaporation
ﬁeld used for the reconstructions exhibit a linear dependence on the laser pulse energy. The adjustment of
the evaporation ﬁelds used in the reconstructions for different laser pulse energies was based on the
correlation of the obtained cluster shapes to the TEM observations. No inﬂuence of laser pulse energy on
chemical composition of the precipitates and on the chemical sharpness of their interfaces was detected.
& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Over the past decade, there has been a rapidly growing interest
in atom probe tomography (APT) as a technique for spatially
resolved chemical analyses with near atomic resolution [1–8].
Recent developments in APT such as energy compensating wide
angle reﬂectrons and ultrafast pulsed lasers have signiﬁcantly
improved the mass resolution and extended the applicability of this
method to complex engineering alloys and materials with low
electrical conductivity [1–8].
APT analyses of metallic samples have been traditionally carried
out by applying high voltage pulses to the specimen with a typical
pulse to base voltage ratio of about 20%. However, a common
problem arising during voltage pulse APT analysis is premature
specimen fracture. The exact mechanisms of this phenomenon
remain unknown, but mechanical stresses associated with the high
electric ﬁeld at the specimen are believed to be its origin [9–11].
Pulsing with ultra-fast lasers has recently emerged as an attractive
alternative to voltage pulsing. Laser pulsing offers certain advantages such as the capability of analyzing low-conductivity materials
as well as an enhancement in mass resolution [4–6]. It has also been
reported that laser pulsing leads to fewer specimen fractures due to a
standing electric ﬁeld, and thus constant mechanical stress applied
to the specimen, whereas in the voltage mode the sample is exposed
to a cyclically varying electric ﬁeld. Moreover, the electric ﬁeld is
usually kept about 10–20% lower than for voltage pulsing [4].
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However, the interaction between laser pulses and matter is not
yet fully understood [12–16]. Temperature rises that occur during
laser pulsing can deteriorate the spatial and mass resolution owing
to surface diffusion and slow specimen cool-down [16,17]. Furthermore, standing ﬁeld evaporation can occur for specimens of low
thermal conductivity and low shank angle as a result of an increased
specimen base temperature [16]. Ions that are ﬁeld evaporated
between the voltage/laser pulses are lost, which at best will lead to a
reduction in the overall detection efﬁciency, and at worst lead to an
error in composition measurement due to preferential evaporation
of lower evaporation ﬁeld elements. The studies of Sha et al. [18] and
Vurpillot et al. [19] indicate that thermal effects are considered to
play a major role in ion emission [18,19]. Vurpillot et al. [19] have
shown that the observed fast anomalous cooling rate of the tip can
only be related to a conﬁned heating zone at the tip apex smaller
than the wavelength of the laser.
Considerable effort has been put into the estimation of temperature rises during pulsed laser APT analyses and modeling the
temperature proﬁle [16–23]. A detailed work of Tang et al. [24]
was performed on the inﬂuence of laser pulse energy on the mass
resolution of APT [24]. However, in our work we investigated the
inﬂuence of laser pulsing energy on the measured composition of
complex precipitation-hardened alloy and on the chemical content
and spatial detection of the intermetallic nano-precipitates. Compositional studies as a function of laser experiment parameters have
been performed on selected Al- and Ni-based engineering alloys
[25,26]. Laser energy dependent phenomena such as preferential
evaporation, elemental surface diffusion, and local magniﬁcation
could lead to deviations in the composition of the precipitates in
complex steels. To our knowledge however, systematic pulsed laser
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APT studies on steels still need to be done. In our previous work, we
reported about a novel design approach for precipitation-hardened
ductile high strength steels combining TRIP and maraging effects
(‘‘maraging TRIP steels’’) [27,28]. The addition of a few weight
percent of Ni, Ti, and Al leads to the formation of nano-sized
intermetallic precipitates in the martensitic FeMn matrix of these
alloys, which can be detected by APT. Here we present and discuss
the APT results obtained from analyzing this maraging TRIP steel,
applying various laser pulse energies.

2. Experimental procedure
The alloy studied in this work contains 14 at% Mn, 5.3 at% Si,
5.5 at% Al, 0.6 at% Mo, and 1.8 at% Ni and balance Fe. Samples were
subjected to a thermo-mechanical treatment process (as described
in [27,28]) to ensure homogenization and removal of segregation.
The aging treatment was conducted at 450 1C for 48 h. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL JEM 2200 FS operated at
200 kV) was performed to determine the precipitate size, morphology, and number density. APT measurements were carried out
using a local electrode atom probe (LEAPTM 3000X HR, Imago
Scientiﬁc Instruments) equipped an ultrafast pulsed laser (  10 ps
pulse width, 532 nm wavelength) with laser pulse energies
between 0.3 and 1.9 nJ at a tip temperature of 50 K and a constant
detection rate of 5 atoms per 1000 pulses. The laser pulse series was
performed on the same tip except for the run done at 0.3 nJ. At least
20 million ions were collected in each run to reduce the statistical
error. The APT data was evaluated with respect to the overall
composition, precipitate size and composition (using the cluster
search algorithm as described in [29–33]), and concentration
across the interface between the matrix and the precipitates (using
proximity histograms as described in [34]).

Fig. 1. TEM bright ﬁeld image of the precipitation hardened steel sample.
Spherically shaped particles of about 6 nm are observed.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Model reconstruction and estimation of evaporation ﬁelds
The observation of nanometer-sized precipitates by both APT
and TEM allowed for proper adjustment of the APT reconstruction
parameters using correlative microscopy. Spherical precipitates of
a few nanometers in size were observed with TEM (Fig. 1). APT
measurements were performed on the same sample (except for
0.3 nJ) at constant temperature (50 K). Therefore, to a ﬁrst approximation the values for detector efﬁciency, geometrical ﬁeld factor,
and image compression factor were kept constant at 0.37, 3.3, and
1.65, respectively. The values for the evaporation ﬁeld were varied
until the reconstructions exhibited spherically shaped precipitates.
These precipitates are enriched with Ni and Al (see Fig. 2a).
Fig. 3 shows the plot of the evaporation ﬁeld F (chosen for proper
reconstruction of the precipitates, correlated to TEM observations)
vs. the laser pulse energy EL. A nearly linear relationship between
these two properties can be seen. The plot shows that with increase
of the laser pulse energy, lower evaporation ﬁeld is needed to
achieve the same precipitate geometry (as observed by TEM)
keeping the evaporation rate constant. It is widely accepted that
the ﬁeld evaporation process is predominantly thermally assisted
for the laser parameters chosen in our work (  10 ps pulse width,
532 nm wavelength, 0.3–1.9 nJ laser pulse energy) [4,5,18,35]. It
was found by Lee et al. [36] that the temperature rise of a tip having
a long conical shank is proportional to the power of the illuminating
focused beam of a laser operating at a range of wavelengths in the
visible region of the spectrum [36]. Hence, our result is in good
agreement with experimental observations made by Kellogg et al.

Fig. 2. (a) One of the reconstructions containing 62 million atoms (0.5 nJ analysis).
Fe and Ni atoms are selected. (b) Cut through a reconstruction (for 1.3 nJ analysis)
showing iso-concentration surfaces plotted at 9 at% Ni. (c) Cluster distribution
obtained from the cluster search analysis (only Ni atoms are presented) performed
for the run at 1.3 nJ. Cluster search parameters were dmax ¼ 0.6 nm, Nmin ¼ 50,
L¼0.55 nm, and derosion ¼ 0.50 nm.

[35,37], who found that the evaporation ﬁeld of a tip decreases
nearly linearly with the rising tip temperature.

3.2. Study of elemental charge state ratios
The inﬂuence of the laser pulse energy on the charge state ratios
(CSRs) of the alloy elements was studied. The intensity maxima of
the most pronounced peaks of single charge and double charge ions
in the mass spectrum were evaluated, where isotopes having no
overlap with other elements were chosen. The CSRs of the isotopes
60 ++ 60
Ni / Ni + and 55Mn++/55Mn + are plotted against the laser pulse
energy in Fig. 3. Although the ++/ + CSRs are orders of magnitude
different for Mn and for Ni ions (e.g., at 0.3 nJ, CSR is 3.3  103 for
Mn and 20 for Ni), a similar trend is found. The fraction of the
doubly charged ions decreases drastically with increasing laser
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the mean evaporation ﬁeld used for the reconstruction with
the laser pulse energy in LEAPTM 3000X HR done on the maraging TRIP steel sample.

energy and is smaller than 20% for laser energies above 1.1 nJ for Ni
and 1.7 nJ for Mn. In contrast, the fraction of single charged ions
increases with increasing laser pulse energy. These observations
can be attributed to a rise in temperature during laser pulsing.
Double or multiple charge states can be ascribed to post-ionization
processes of single charged ions [39]. An increase in temperature
must be accompanied by a decrease in activation energy Q for ﬁeld
evaporation if a constant evaporation rate is to be kept. The
increase in Q is brought about by a decrease in electric ﬁeld, as
observed. Consequently, a lower electric ﬁeld means less postionization and thus less doubly charged ions. A possible change in
work function affects Q much less than the ﬁeld and does not need
to be considered.

Fig. 4. Dependence the charge state ratios 60Ni++/60Ni + (a) and 55Mn++/55Mn + (b) on
the laser pulse energy. In the insets, the charge state ratio values are logarithmic
scaled.

3.3. Investigation of the total composition dependence on laser energy
The total compositions as measured by APT at various laser pulse
energies were determined from mass spectra analyses. For analyses
done at laser pulse energies Z0.5 nJ a signiﬁcant overlap of the 27Al +
peak and 54Fe2 + peak was observed, resulting in an increasing
underestimation of the overall Al content. For these measurements
the overall composition was corrected by applying a decomposition
procedure for the overlapping mass peaks, which takes into account
the isotope ratio of Fe. After the decomposition, nearly the same
elemental composition was obtained for all laser pulse energies.
The average measured compositions are 14.1 (70.1) at% Mn, 5.6
(70.3) at% Si, 5.7 (70.1) at% Al, 0.54 (70.05) at% Mo, and 2.4
(70.1) at% Ni, which correspond well to the nominal composition of
the alloy. A slightly higher value for the Ni content (E0.6 at%) in
comparison to the nominal composition was detected for all laser
energies. This difference can result from an inhomogeneous Ni
distribution in the alloy on the micrometer scale.

3.4. Analysis of the precipitates using proximity histograms
In addition to the analysis of the total composition, a special
emphasis was put on the analysis of the cluster contents. In the ﬁrst
step, the chemical composition of the precipitates can be analyzed
by means of the proximity histogram (proxigram) as described
in [34].

Fig. 4 shows a proxigram averaged over all detected clusters
(precipitates) for a laser pulse energy of 0.3 nJ. The major precipitation element is Ni (up to 45 at%) and Al (up to 25 at%). Diffuse
chemical interfaces (about 2 nm in width) between the particles
and the matrix are revealed in the proxigram. Slight enrichment of
Si and Mn on the cluster interfaces is detected. Residual Fe and Mn
contents (each about 15 at%) are found in the particle interior as
well. This relatively large amount of Fe atoms in the clusters might
be partly attributed to a local magniﬁcation effect since this wellknown reconstruction artifact is particularly pronounced in
heterogeneous materials and arises from differences in the evaporation ﬁeld of the constituting phases or crystallographic planes
[40–42]. Even though the values of the elemental evaporation ﬁelds
are known (Fe 33, Mn 30, Ni 35, Al 19 V/nm), the sum and the
interplay of the elemental evaporation ﬁelds in such an inhomogeneous alloy are hard to estimate. However, we did not detect any
signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in the total atomic density within the
reconstruction, which indicates that this APT aberration might
be not strongly developed in the investigated alloy. This means that
a signiﬁcant amount of Fe could be effectively present within the
precipitates in this alloy (Fig. 5).
The inﬂuence of laser pulse energies on the sharpness of the
interfaces between the precipitates and the matrix was studied in
detail. Proxigrams for Ni, averaged over all detected precipitates, is
plotted for various laser energies (Fig. 6). Ni was chosen, as it is
enriched with a high content in the clusters providing good
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statistics and, moreover, no signiﬁcant peak overlap with other
elements is detected. Interestingly, the proxigram slopes are nearly
identical for all laser pulse energies. Some ﬂuctuations observed

within the proxigrams occur without any clear tendency related to
the increase in the laser pulse energy and seem to be statistical.
Even the detailed views presented in the insets reveal no dependence of the chemical gradients on the laser pulse energy.
Scattering of the curves becomes larger on approaching the core
of the precipitates, as the counting statistics deteriorate due to a
decreasing number of sampled ions.
3.5. Study of the cluster contents as a function of different laser pulse
energies

Fig. 5. Proximity histogram plotted for 0.3 nJ run and averaged over about 300
clusters. Iso-concentration surfaces were computed for the distance of 7 4 nm from
the position of the iso-surface at 8 at% Ni with the step size of 0.05 nm.

Determination of the cluster sizes and their chemical contents
as performed using a cluster search algorithm as described in Refs.
[29–33]. The parameters used for the cluster search method are
dmax ¼0.6 nm (maximal distance between the solute atoms belonging to the cluster), Nmin ¼50 (minimal number for the solute atoms
in the cluster), L¼ 0.55 nm (envelope distance: all non-solute ions
within L of solute ions are included in cluster), and derosion ¼ 0.50 nm
(erosion distance: all clustered non-solute ions within derosion of any
ion outside of its assigned cluster are removed from the cluster).
These values were determined via sequential standard analysis
steps within the cluster search algorithm implemented in IVAS
[29–33]. The cluster search was done for the distribution of Ni
atoms. The clusters extracted from the reconstruction are shown in
Fig. 2c (for laser pulse energy 1.3 nJ). The distribution of the clusters
and morphology revealed by the cluster search procedure correspond to that observed in the iso-concentration surface plot (see
Fig. 2b). The average cluster sizes and compositions determined
from the cluster search analysis are listed in Table 1. It can be
noticed that the cluster size remains constant within the statistical
error with changing laser energies. Thus, the laser energy values in
the studied range do not seem to have an inﬂuence on the local
magniﬁcation of the clusters. The mean compositions of the
clusters do not show any dependence on the laser energy and
ﬂuctuate statistically.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 6. Proxigram plotted only for Ni atoms computed for different laser energies.
Surfaces were plotted at Ni 9 at% with step size 0.05 nm. In the insets, the enlarged
views of two sections of the proxigram are shown.

In this work, a precipitation hardened maraging TRIP steel was
investigated using a pulsed laser atom probe. In the energy range
from 0.3 to 1.9 nJ the measured overall composition of the alloy and
the compositions of existing nano-precipitates were not affected by
changes in the laser pulse energy, whereas the evaporation ﬁeld
and charge state ratios showed a strong dependence on the laser
pulse energy. A decomposition of several overlapping mass-tocharge peaks was required to obtain an accurate composition of the
alloy. The local magniﬁcation effect as well as preferential evaporation were not strongly dependent on the laser pulse energy.
Also, no inﬂuence of the laser energy on the sharpness of the cluster
interfaces was detected, which we associated with a weak contribution of the laser induced surface diffusion to that parameter.

Table 1
Mean cluster size and chemical content of the clusters obtained for the different laser pulse energies.
Laser pulse energy, nJ
Cluster size, nm
Mean cluster content, at%
Fe
Ni
Al
Mn
Si
Mo

0.3
5.77 2.1

0.5
5.9 71.8

0.7
6.07 2.2

0.9
5.97 2.1

1.1
6.3 7 1.4

1.3
6.17 2.0

1.5
6.07 1.9

1.7
5.9 7 2.2

1.9
6.17 2.1

38.5
25.1
15.7
14.7
5.6
0.4

35
24.7
18.2
16.7
5.6
0.3

36.8
23.5
17
16.8
5.6
0.3

36.9
23.8
16.9
16.7
5.3
0.3

36.6
24.3
17.5
16.3
5.0
0.3

36.1
24.7
17.5
16.3
5.1
0.3

37.2
24.8
17.5
15.2
4.9
0.3

38.3
24.4
17.4
15.2
4.4
0.3

39.5
23.6
17.1
15.6
3.9
0.3
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